Business Intelligence – Information Hub - User Guide

1. Introduction
Information Hub is the Health Management LTD online Business Intelligence (BI) platform. The platform is built using
PowerBI, which provides the user with interactive visualisations, filter customisations and self-serve capability,
meaning a truly engaging BI experience. The platform will provide you with a range of reports and dashboards which
can be digested to support your ongoing management of your company’s wellbeing performance and strategy.
This user guide will help you get acquainted with how it works, demonstrates what it can do and accelerates your
ability to engage with robust and interactive dashboards, this will truly amplify your BI experience.

1.1 How to use this Guide
You can use this guide in a couple of ways – Scan it for a quick overview, or read through each section for a strong
understanding of how the dashboards and reports work in Information Hub.
If you’re in a hurry you can do a visual sweep of this guide in just a couple of minutes and come away with a good
sense of how the Information Hub platform operates and how to use it. Most of this guide consists of screens that
visually show you how to navigate through dashboards and how particular functionalities work.

1.2 How Information Hub works
With Information Hub, you can connect to Health Management LTD data (multiple sources), shape that data and use
pre defined models to create views within reports and dashboards. The data is pre-loaded into our Data Warehouse,
and will contain up to 5 years worth of your Occupational Health data, meaning you are always looking at the most
up to date information.
The Information Hub platform centralises, simplifies and streamlines what can otherwise be scattered data, for the
purpose of creating Business Intelligence (BI) dashboards and reports. We also run a set of Data Quality process on
our data, meaning we are always on the look out for strange or mismatched data – so we can fix it before it even
leaves the data warehouse.
2. Login Credentials
Information Hub is hosted on a Microsoft platform called PowerBI. This is accessed on the web, anywhere in the
world through your login credentials. When your profile is created by the HML team, you will receive an email which
will contain your user name and a temporary password, you will be then prompted to a Microsoft sign-in page in
order to change your password. This user name and password can now be used on the PowerBI portal.
To access the platform, simply head to the following web address: https://powerbi.microsoft.com/en-us/
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2.1 Logging into Information Hub
Once you have your login details (see section 2.1 if you haven’t got any), simply head over to
https://app.powerbi.com, you will then be presented with an option to sign in:

Once logged in you will be presented with your “home (preview)” screen – this will contain a list of all your most
frequently accessed output and any Favourites (see section 3.2 favourites).
3. Menu Options - Explained
When you first log into Information hub, you will see a navigation menu on the left hand panel, it will look like this:

This section of the User guide will take you through each of the options.
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3.1 Home (Preview)
The Home (Preview) option is the default landing page of PowerBI, it will show you a list of frequently accessed
Dashboards and Reports (very helpful if you use the same ones frequently). It will also show you a list of any
‘Favourites’ that you have selected. You will be able to see how to set Favourites up in section 3.2 favourites.
If you want to minimise the menu, simply hit the ellipsis (three horizontal lines) that look like:

3.2 Favourites
The Favourites tab will show you a specific list of favourite reports or Dashboards that you have set up, this will save
you going through your “App Workspace” to access them, if you regularly use the same outputs.
If you haven’t set any favourites, you will be presented with this screen:

If you have selected any favourites, your outputs will be displayed in list format, displaying the name of the
report/dashboard and the owner. This is an example of what a favourite would appear like when set, simply click on
the report name to open it up:
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If you have set yourself a lot of favourites, you can use the “search Content…” section at the top of the screen,
simply type in the name of the output you are looking for and hit enter on your keyboard.

3.3 Recent
If you would like to simply look at a list of recent app workspaces, reports or dashboards that you have accessed, this
can be done via the ‘Recent’ section within the navigation menu. This will provide you a list of anything you have
accessed, when you last accessed it and the location within PowerBI that the output is held.

From here you can click into a specific App Workspace, Dashboard or Report and it will take you directly to that
point. You will also be able to complete some actions directly from here in the ‘Actions’ section. We will come onto
this in a separate section of this user guide (See Actions 4.0).
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3.3 Apps
This will be the most accessed section that you are likely to use. Apps are effectively your personalised online
workspaces. This is where you can see a list of all the outputs and content that you have signed up to, displayed
ready to access. When you click into Apps, simply click your company name and you will be presented with a list of
content

3.4 Shared with me
PowerBI allows specific reports/outputs to be sent directly to you by the HML BI team. These may be outputs
specifically requested or that form part of an analytics request. Anything which is sent to you in the BI Platform will
automatically appear in the “Shared with me” section and you will also receive an email notification, stating that you
have a new output to review.

3.5 Workspaces
Workspaces are effectively similar to your personalised “App” (please see 3.3 Apps for more detail), this section will
also show you a master list of all outputs that are available to you. You will also have the ability from this screen to
share an output and run “quick insights” as well. This section will also show specific workbooks or datasets which
may have been shared with you (subject to request). The look is slightly different and will appear as follows:

If you have many outputs/reports in your list, you can use the search function (displayed at the top of the image
above) to search by the name of the report/output too.
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4. Actions
Whilst in the “Apps” section, you will notice that you can see a small area labelled as “actions”, here you will find 2
key actions which you can complete for each output, these will be explained in the following sections of this guide.

4.1 View Related
Whilst again in the ‘apps’ section on PowerBI, under “actions” you will see another button, which if clicked will
display you the ‘view related’ section,

Hitting this button will show you any underlying data sets which are linked to that particular report/dashboard. You
are able to view any open data sets through your app page.
Once you have selected “view related”, you will be presented with a screen such as:
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5. Health Management Occupational Health Report

5.1 Drill Downs
When you click the title bar of the chart on your report, 3 sets of downward pointing arrows will appear, this is
indicating that you can drill down to a further set of results.
Selecting the single downward arrow allows you to drill down to a second layer based on the specific part of the
visualisation you click on. For example, by clicking on the 2017 bar of the “Total Referrals” chart, you will then be
able to see the volumes for each quarter of that year, by clicking again, you will then be able to see the volumes for
each month in that quarter. As this is happening, all other visualisations on the page will filter their results inline with
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the drill down. You can turn off the drill down at any time by pressing the arrow a second time or alternatively drill
up by selecting the upward pointing arrow next to it.

5.2 Visualisations
Each visualisation shows you results based on each chart title. By hovering over each part of the visualisations, a
summary box will appear showing the result of what the cursor is pointing to.
By clicking on an individual bar or segment of a chart, this will automatically
filter the results on the page specifically to what you have selected.

5.3 Focus Mode
Clicking the Focus Mode Icon on each visualisation will expand the chart to take up the full screen, you can then go
back by clicking “Return to Report”

5.4 Filters
Each Tab has a selection of filters you can use to see a specific set of results on the page.

5.5 Export Data

If you wish to export the results of a table/chart to excel, select Export Data where you can then save the results
onto Microsoft Excel.

5.6 Show Data
If you wish to see the results of a chart as a table, select Show Data which will put the chart into Focus Mode with a
data table shown underneath.
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5.7 Spotlight
If you wish to dim everything on your page except one specific chart, select Spotlight for this to happen and then
unselect it to revert back to being able to see your entire report.

5.8 Sort
If you wish to see the results of a chart in ascending or descending order, select the relevant sort option. You can
also choose to sort the results by any criteria specific to the visualisation in Sort By.

5.9 Referrals Tab (tabs are located at the bottom of the screen, the same as Microsoft Excel)
This page allows you to see volumes of referrals over a set date range and by specific areas of your Company, looking
exclusively at volumes in and what the referral outcome of each referral has been by looking at Work Related,
Equality Act, Musculoskeletal Disorders, Mental Health Disorders and Health Assessment Questionnaires.

5.9.1 Tab Filters

(if applicable)

On the right hand side of the Health Check Report, there are 7 available filters to select specific criteria for your
report.
Select Date – Allows you to select a specific date range to look at
Division – Filter the results by a Division/Divisions in your company
Location – Filter the results by a Location/Locations in your company
Department – Filter the results by a Department/Departments in your company
EQA – Filter the results by seeing cases that are covered, not covered by the Equality Act or both
Work Related – Filter the results by seeing cases that are work related, not work related or both.
Case Group – Filter the results by a specific case group/groups
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5.9.2 Summary Plectrums

1. Total Referrals – Volume of all referrals based on your filtered criteria
2. Closed Cases – Volume of all closed cases based on your filtered criteria
3. MSK - % of Musculoskeletal diagnosed cases based on your filtered criteria
4. MHD - % of Mental Health diagnosed cases based on your filtered criteria
5. % Work Related - % of Work Related cases based on your filtered criteria
6. % EQA - % of EQA cases based on your filtered criteria
7. Face to Face – Cases Triaged for Face to Face
8. Remote – Cases Triaged for Remote

5.10 Appointments and Reports Tab
This page allows you to see a summary of all Appointments that have been booked and any which were Cancelled or
Not Attended.
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5.10.1 Tab Filters

(if applicable)

On the right hand side of the Health Check Report, there are 4 available filters to select specific criteria for your
report.
Select Date – Allows you to select a specific date range to look at
Division – Filter the results by a Division/Divisions in your company
Location – Filter the results by a Location/Locations in your company
Department – Filter the results by a Department/Departments in your company

5.10.2 Summary Plectrums
1. Appointments Booked – Volume of all booked appointments based on your filtered criteria
2. IMA Appointments Booked – Volume of all booked OHA and OHP appointments based on your filtered
criteria
3. IMS Booked – Volume of all booked Specialist appointments based on your filtered criteria
4. % Cancellation – Percentage of all cancelled appointments based on your filtered criteria
5. Cancellation – Volume of all cancelled appointments based on your filtered criteria
6. % DNA – Percentage of all non-attended appointments based on your filtered criteria
7. DNA – Volume of all non-attended appointments based on your filtered criteria
8. GP Reports – Volume of GP Reports issued based on your filtered criteria
9. Specialist Report – Volume of Specialist Reports issued based on your filtered criteria
10. Avoidable Fees – Sum of all billed Cancelled and Non Attend appointments

5.11 Benchmarking Tab
This page allows you to measure your diagnosed referrals against the whole HML Client Base and either an Individual
Market Sector or multiple Market Sectors by Mental Health Disorder, Musculoskeletal Disorders, Work Related
Absence and Equality Act.
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5.11.1 Tab Filters

(if applicable)

On the left hand side of the Health Check Report, there is 1 available filter to select specific criteria for your report.
Select Date – Allows you to select a specific date range to look at
You can also filter on a specific market sector by clicking the market sector name (you can select multiple Market
Sectors by holding down the Ctrl button whilst clicking on the names) , this will then change the benchmarking
gauges across the top of the screen

6.0 Health Management DNA and Cancellation Report
You will be able to access this report in your own App.

6.1 Summary Tab
This page allows you to see volumes of appointments that resulted in DNAs (did not attends) and Cancellations over
a set date range and by specific areas of your business.
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6.1.1 Tab Filters

(if applicable)

On the right hand side of the DNA and Cancellations report, there are 5 available filters to select specific criteria for
your report.
Select Date – Allows you to select a specific date range to look at
Division – Filter the results by a Division/Divisions in your company
Location – Filter the results by a Location/Locations in your company
Department – Filter the results by a Department/Departments in your company
Billed/Unbilled – Filter the results to show only DNA/Canx that were chargeable to the client or not.

6.1.2 Summary Plectrums
1. DNA Volume – The volume of appointments that were not attended based on your filtered criteria.
2. DNA % - The percentage of appointments that were not attended based on your filtered criteria.
3. Cancellation Volume – The volume of appointments that were cancelled based on your filtered criteria.
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4. Cancellation % The percentage of appointments that were cancelled based on your filtered criteria.
5. Avoidable Fees – The sum of the chargeable cancellations and DNA appointments based on your filtered
criteria.

6.1.3 Quadrant Graph
The quadrant graph shows at a glance, for your bespoke divisions their numbers of DNAs and Cancellations. It is
useful because you can quickly observe which divisions potentially require attention over others. The graph is
divided into four quadrants.
A division is represented by a coloured dot. There is a legend at the top of the graph, however if you hover over the
dot, it will tell you which division it relates to, with how many DNA’s and cancellations it represents.
Quadrant 3 shows those divisions that are on the lower end of the scale when looking at number of DNA’s and
Cancellations. Quadrant 1 is most extreme, if a division falls within this quadrant, it has a high number of DNAs and
Cancellations. This is all relative to other divisions in the same client.
In quadrant 2, a division will experience a high number of DNAs and a low to mid number of Cancellations.
In quadrant 4, vice versa.

6.2 Historic Tab
This page shows year upon year, the outcomes of appointments and reports, and allows the user to observe if there
are any trends.

6.2.1 Case Status Stacked Bar Graph
This visualisation shows the outcome of all appointments. All appointments are represented by a single bar for a
whole year. The bar is divided into percentage chunks which represent that appointment outcome. In the screen
grab below, it can be seen that in 2018, 72.6% of appointments were Attended, 22.6% were Cancelled, and 4.7%
were DNA.
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6.10.2 Canx % and DNA % by Year graph
This graph shows a figure for canx % and DNA %, by year represented by a dot. These dots are then connected aby a
line so that you can observe the trend between years. Above it can be seen that both Canx and DNA rates have
dropped by a percentage point, from 2018 to 2019.
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6.2.2 Tab Filters

(if applicable)

On the right hand side of the Appointments and Reports tab, there are 4 available filters to select specific criteria for
your report.
Select Date – Allows you to select a specific date range to look at
Division – Filter the results by Division/Divisions in your company
Location – Filter the results by Location/Locations in your company
Department – Filter the results by Department/Departments in your company
Billed/Unbilled – Filter the results by DNA and Canx appointments that are chargeable to the client or not.

6.2.3 Data Table Tab
This tab shows the raw data behind the visualisations on the previous tabs. Case numbers, Employee names and all
associated detail can be found here.

6.2.4 Tab Filters

(if applicable)

Select Date – Allows you to select a specific date range to look at
Division – Filter the results by Division/Divisions in your company
Location – Filter the results by Location/Locations in your company
Department – Filter the results by Department/Departments in your company
Billed/Unbilled – Filter the results by DNA and Canx appointments that are chargeable to the client or not.
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